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About
Winterberry Group
A specialized management 
consultancy that offers more than 
two decades of experience and deep 
expertise in the intersecting 
disciplines of advertising, 
marketing, data, technology and 
commerce.

Winterberry Group helps brands, 
publishers, marketing service 
providers, technology developers 
and information companies—plus 
the financial investors who support 
these organizations—understand 
emerging opportunities, create 
actionable strategies and grow 
their value and global impact.
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The COVID Crisis,
Today and Tomorrow
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In January 2020 We Forecast Marketing Spend in the US Market, 
at $389BB, With a 7.2% Y/Y Growth Rate

Note: Projection as of January 2020

Linear TV
$65.6

Addressable 
TV

$2.9

Radio
$13.6

Newspaper
$11.8

Magazine
$9.8

Direct Mail
$41.5

Traditional 
Outdoor

$8.9

Experiential/
Sponsorship

$48.5

Shopper 
Marketing

$20.7

U.S. Offline Media Spending, 2020E ($BB)
Total: $223.1BB

+1.9%

+19.5%

+3.1%

+3.3%
-1.7%

+44.0%

-9.1%

-9.7%
+0.6%

+2.3%

Email/SMS
$5.8

Display
$41.9

Search
$60.9

Digital Out-
of-Home

$3.7

Digital Audio 
(Radio/ 

Podcasts)
$3.4

Digital Video 
(OTT/ 

Streaming)
$5.0

Paid Social 
$42.3

Influencer
$3.4

U.S. Online Media Spending, 2020E ($BB)
Total: $166.4BB

+12.6%

+15.1%

+11.2%

+7.0%

+15.0%

+31.6%

+14.5%

+32.4%

+17.0%
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But Over the Past 12 Weeks, COVID-19 Has Upended Nearly 
Every Facet of Business—and Life

*Note: Impact defined as the percentage difference in expected consumer interest in local businesses vs. actual consumer interest (counts of viewing business pages, 
posting reviews, etc.) in local businesses on Yelp on a given day
Source: Yelp (2020)

COVID-19 Impact on Consumer Interest vs. Recent Hurricanes (Yelp)
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Unemployment Peaked at ~17%; Is This he Beginning of the 
Return? 

Sources: Congressional Budget Office (2020), U.S. Department of Labor (2020), Economic Policy Institute (2020)

14%3.5%

U.S. Unemployment

Pre-COVID 
Projection

Current 2Q20 
Average

Net job loss in the U.S. since 
February total 19.6MM, though 

payroll employment rose by 
2.5MM in May—signaling the 

beginning of the return

17.1%

0.0%

2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0%

12.0%

14.0%

16.0%

18.0%

U.S. Unemployment Rate (Seasonally Adjusted)
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COVID-19 Is Devastating the U.S. Economy; Q2 Is Projected to 
See a Double Digital Drop in GDP

Sources: Atlanta Federal Reserve (2020), WSJ Economic Forecasting Survey (2020), JPMorgan (2020), Wells Fargo (2019)

-5.0%1.7%

-31.7%1.9%

U.S. Q1 GDP

Pre-COVID 
Projection

1Q20 Actual 
(Annualized)

U.S. Q2 GDP

Pre-COVID 
Projection

2Q20F 
(Annualized)

• Personal consumption expenditures 
(representing 68% of GDP)—projected to fall as 
much as 58.1% by the end of Q2

• Staggered closings and re-openings 

Drivers include:
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U.S. Digital Channels: Significant Declines Expected Across Most 
Channels; Digital Video, Email Fare Better

Sources: AdExchanger (2020), Econsultancy (2020), eMarketer (2020), IAB (2020), MessageGears (2020), Cowen (2020), Exchange Wire (2020), Influencer Marketing Hub (2020)

Channel
Expected 

Spending % 
Change in Q2

Dependencies & Considerations

Display 35-45%
• 47% of display ads were paused, cancelled or pulled in March/April
• Display volume is on its way back, but campaigns are smaller and prices 

lower

Search 20-25%
• 30% decrease in March/April; 21% decrease expected in May/June
• Hard hit travel/hospitality industry, which is a search-heavy sector, likely 

to contribute significantly to this decline

Paid Social 20-30%
• Social ad revenue down 30-35% in March/April, 20-25% in May/June
• Nearly half of marketers paused or pulled social media ad budgets 

during the peak

Digital Video 
(OTT/Streaming) 0-5%

• 14% ad reduction on digital video in March, but channel could see 
overall increase in the first half of 2020

• Channel likely to see less sharp decline than others due to high 
consumer consumption; companies such as Apple and Amazon have 
reported boost in programmatic spending for streaming services

Email 0% • Email volume is growing, but so is price compression—causing the 
channel to remain flat
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U.S. Offline Channels: Declines Likely To Extend Longer Than in 
Digital Given Major Event Disruptions

Sources: Digiday (2020), eMarketer (2020), IAB (2020), The New York Times (2020), Reuters (2020), USPS (2020), Broadcasting & Cable (2020)

Channel
Expected 

Spending % 
Change in Q2

Dependencies & Considerations

Linear TV 25-35%

• An estimated $10-12BB in TV ad spending will be cut in 1H20, largely 
due to canceled sports programming and halts on political advertising

• Disruption in upfront buying likely to extend declines through end of 
2020

• Spectator-free sporting events in 2H20 could bring uptick in ads

Direct Mail 40-50%
• USPS reports total mail volume is down nearly 33% and declining YoY, 

with potential for 50% decline in June
• Pandemic expected to add $22BB to USPS’ existing operating losses

Experiential & 
Sponsorship 75%+

• Major event cancellations—NCAA tournament, 2020 Olympics, sports in 
general 

• $5BB-$9BB in lost Olympic sponsorship
• Market at near stand-still
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64.2%

54.7%

49.1%

37.7%

26.4%

COVID-19 Crisis Likely to Drive Short- to Medium-Term Budget 
Cuts of 10-20%

Sources: IAB-Winterberry Group State of Data (2020)

49.1%

Marketers and publishers that 
anticipate that business 
recovery following the 
economic slowdown caused 
by COVID-19 will be the topic 
that commands the most of 
their attention over the 
coming 12 months

10%-
20% 

Projected aggregate decline 
in third-party audience data 
expenditures due to COVID-
19 through the third quarter 
of 2020, driven by economic 
pressures related to the crisis

“How do you expect your organization will respond 
to the threat of COVID-19?”

Decrease short- to mid-term 
marketing spending (i.e. 

spending in Q2 and Q3 2020)

Delay planned marketing 
efforts and campaigns

Change messaging/content 
priorities

Change mix of marketing and 
advertising channels

Deemphasize certain products 
or business lines
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Mixed Views on When Ad Spending May Return in Full; Half of 
Ad Execs Expect to Ramp Up in Q3

Sources: Advertiser Perceptions (2020), Pivotal Research Group (2020)

Timing of Restart/Ramp Up in Advertising 
Spending, According to U.S. Advertising Executives

(% of respondents, mid-May 2020)

57%
Of advertising executives 
believe ad spending declines 
driven by the COVID-19 crisis 
bottomed out in May ‘20

52% 
Of advertising executives are 
still working on a strategy to 
deal with the “new normal” 
coming out of the COVID-19 
crisis

13%

3%

12%

21%

13%

17%

11%

1%
5%

4%

Half (51%) expect to restart 
ad spending in Q3 2020
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Revised 2020 Forecast for North America from 6.6% Growth to -
4.4% Contraction

Source: Magna (2020)

5.4% 5.9%

-7.2%

-4.4%

6.1%

4.0%

Ad Spending Forecast
(according to IPG Mediabrands’ Magna)

2019 2020 2021

Worldwide North America

• Magna has revised its previous 
forecasts, adjusting 2020 projection 
for North America down from 6.6% 
to -4.4%

• 7.2% contraction globally (down 
~$100BB from Magna’s original 
projections) would represent the 
worst reduction in worldwide ad 
spending in recent decades

• Magna expects subdued ad 
spending growth through 2024, 
given the long-term effect of the 
crisis on consumers (and consumer 
behavior) and business models
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Economic Recovery Could Follow One of Four Scenarios; US GDP 
Growth Most Unlikely Until 2021

G
D

P
Time

Short duration, 
quick recovery

Medium 
duration, 
moderate 
recovery

Long duration, 
moderate 
recovery

Long duration, 
varied recovery

What Would This Mean for Q3/Q4?Possible Economic Recovery Scenarios

• Quick return to pre-COVID estimates 
for GDP – least likely

• Q3 up over 2Q ~20% but still down 
• Q4 10% up over 3Q, annualized -5.6% 

contraction – current likeliest forecast
• Positive GDP growth likely in 1Q21

• Q3 5-10% growth over 2Q
• Q4 up over 3Q by 10%
• Positive GDP growth likely in 2Q21

• Q3 up over 2Q by 20%
• Q4 down again over 3Q by 10-20% 
• Sustained GDP growth unlikely until vaccine
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Have We Seen This Before? Lessons from 2008-09 May Be 
Instructive in Understanding the Path Forward

Not all verticals have 
been impacted alike; not 
all will recover on the 
same timeline

Social/economic 
inequalities have 
intensified. Is major 
change on the horizon?

Have we reached 
another tipping point 
for traditional media?
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Large Brick-and-Mortar Retailers Struggling Pre-COVID Hardest 
Hit: Bankruptcy Filings Continue

Sources: Coresight Research (2020), eMarketer (2020)

Retail

Current COVID-19 Impact

• Local retail still shut down in many states; struggle to rehire workers

• Acceleration of shift from brick and mortar to eCommerce—
eCommerce sales projected to increase 18% in 2020

• Large retail bankruptcy filings as large, brick-and-mortar retailers 
that struggled before COVID-19 were hit hard in Q2

What We’re Likely to See

• Total retail sales could fall 10%+ by year end; 25,000 US stores 
could permanently close (55-60% in malls)

• Supply chain realignment

• Brands and retailers increase DTC marketing

• Shift away from restaurant aggregators
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Mixed Impact on Financial Services; What Bear Market?

Sources: Morningstar (March 2020), Deloitte (March 2020), The Financial Brand (April 2020)

Current COVID-19 Impact

• Banks face overwhelming demand, branch closures lead to strain on 
digital channels and increased call volume; sharp decline in ATM use

• Decrease in new lending, bankers focus on restructuring

• Increase in client trading activity for retail brokerages, but higher 
revenue offset by interest rate reduction

What We’re Likely to See

• Physical bank locations resume operations and ATM use returns—is it 
a return to cash or increase in digital payments?

• A trading range in equity markets as the market reacts to news and 
not earnings; investors more conservative over the long-term

• Limited damage to providers; though credit risk dominates
conversation  

Financial 
Services
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Auto

Auto Industry Picking Up But Supply Chain Impact and New 
Vehicle Delays Extend Into 2021

Sources: GoodCarBadCar (2020), Edmunds (2020), CNBC (2020)

Current COVID-19 Impact

• Auto sales hit 30-year low in April, declining 53% Y/Y; pace picked 
up in May but still well behind 2019’s annualized sales rate

• 25.8% of financed auto purchases in April carried 0% interest rates

• Production began to return in late May after a near total halt—
93% of production was offline by the end of March

What We’re Likely to See

• Local dealer marketing returning, continued shift from print 

• Digitization of car buying process, including virtual tours and more 
flexible delivery options, leads to increase in online auto sales

• New vehicle launch delays as supply chain recovers
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Media & 
Entertain-

ment

Live Entertainment Will Be Slow to Return to “Normal”; 
Subscription Media Sees Rapid Growth, for Now

Sources: CNN (2020), Global Web Index (2020)

Current COVID-19 Impact

• Accelerated adoption of streaming services with 67% of consumers 
consuming more online TV; 63% increasing time playing video games

• Cancellations of sporting events through 2020 and into 2021

• Almost all B2B events cancelled or postponed to late 3Q/4Q2020

What We’re Likely to See

• Spectator-free sporting and entertainment events, local video ad 
spend could see an increase as spectators are remote

• Rapid rise in subscriptions slows and cancellation rates see possible 
increase

• Shift in movie release model as studios leverage digital launches

• Future slowdown in new movies/TV due to production halt
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Healthcare 
& Pharma

Healthcare One of Few Sectors Seeing Neutral, if Not Positive, 
Impact—But Industry Still Faces Challenges

Sources: YouGov (2020) 

Current COVID-19 Impact

• Limited impact on marketing spend

• Increased consumer comfort and adoption of telemedicine

• Decline in elective healthcare services as medical facilities prioritize 
COVID treatment and consumers avoid healthcare facilities

What We’re Likely to See

• Return to elective surgery slowed by consumer economic reset and 
concerns about COVID exposure at medical facilities

• Shift to online prescription fulfilment likely to sustain 

• Delays in new drug launches/clinical trials ex. COVID related solutions 

• Rethinking of supply chains for drug ingredients and medtech
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Travel & 
Hospitality

With Industry Currently Near Total Shutdown, Travel Sector Will 
Be One of the Last to Return

Sources: US Travel Association (2020), Pubmatic (2020), WordStream (2020), Morning Consult (2020), Strategy Analytics (2020), BCG (2020)

Current COVID-19 Impact

• 62% of consumers expect to decrease spending on travel through 
the summer and fall

• Severe decline in ad spending, due to near complete halt on travel 
(65% drop in spending in early March alone)

• High job losses—8.1 MM decline in US (51% of travel-related jobs) 

What We’re Likely to See

• Concern and desire to travel compete—52% of Americans say 
they’re eager to travel after COVID-19, 33% say they’d be comfortable 
traveling in next 6 months

• B2B likely to come in late 3Q, consumers at end of year 

• Return to normal, especially international travel well into 2021 
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Changes to Macro Trends in 2020
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What Changed? Emphasis on Digital Experience and Owned 
Touchpoints; Ecommerce Benefits

Influencer Marketing
Influencers losing 33% of 

their income due to COVID-

19 impact—micro-influencers 

(<100,000 followers) hit 

hardest

“Buy Direct”
Consumer spending on

ecommerce up 30% YoY in 

period from March through 

mid-April (over same period 

last year)

The Experience Economy
With in-person experiential 

marketing effectively canceled, 

digital consumer experience 

more important than ever 

for creating brand 

relationships

Marketer Implications
Marketers across industries 

have put influencer 

marketing on hold, wary of 

losing consumer trust if 

content is perceived as 

insensitive or out of touch

Marketer Implications
Ecommerce brands 

benefitting from lower CPMs 

with publishers and social 

media platforms—

accelerating growth of DTC

Marketer Implications
Curated content, 

personalized landing pages, 

multi-touch digital 

experiences; B2B in-person 

events will return sooner than 

B2C

Sources: eMarketer (2020), Diginomica (2020), WWD (2020)
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What Changed? Digital Content Consumption Has Spiked; Will the 
Acceleration Last Beyond COVID-19?

Video Games
60% increase in gaming as 

live sports cancelation drives 

consumers to seek alternative 

content

Mobility
Mobile data traffic rose 

380% in March; more time 

spent on smartphones and 

multi-tasking across screens

Advanced TV
Streaming to TVs more than 

doubled during the COVID-

19 period; studios release new 

movies straight-to-streaming 

(and early-to-streaming)

Marketer Implications
COVID-19 accelerating 

interest in in-game 

advertising; growing 

strategic partnerships 

between advertisers and 

video game companies

Marketer Implications
Accelerating need for 

seamless omnichannel 

experiences, particularly 

across connected devices

Marketer Implications
Targeting on OTT and 

connected TV will see more 

urgency as marketers seek to 

connect to customer and 

prospects

Sources: Comscore (2020), Variety/Bitmovin (2020)
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What Changed? Marketers Emphasize Customer Insights to Guide 
Relevancy, Honor Preferences

Content
Deeper personalization of 

content was already a 

priority; expanded definition 

of relevance and more 

potential pitfalls

Analytics
From 280,000 open positions 

for data analysts in January 

to 21,000 today; during the 

COVID-19 peak, more 

applicants than roles

Marketer Implications
Nearly half (49.1%) of 

marketers and publishers 

changed messaging and 

content priorities because of 

COVID-19

Marketer Implications
53.4% of marketers and 

publishers say predictive 

modeling and segmentation 

to occupy the most time and 

attention in 2020

Sources: IAB-Winterberry Group State of Data (2020); LinkedIn (2020)

Loyalty
Tangible value matters more 

than ever to consumers—

53% see savings as more 

important in light of

COVID-19; discretionary 

spending expected to decline

Marketer Implications
Brands adjusting loyalty 

perks, less emphasis on VIP 

experiences; spending 

credits for streaming, delivery, 

partnerships with commerce
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Spotlight: Privacy, Identity, 
Technology and Agency Services 
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Spotlight on Privacy: Still a Key Industry Concern, But Regulatory 
Anxiety Has Abated

Evidence
Only 16% of U.S. data users 

have reduced spending or 

reliance on certain data 

types…

Evidence
CCPA opt-outs have been in 

the low tens of thousands 

since the beginning of the 

year

Evidence
69% of organizations that 

use audience data have 

taken steps to build and/or 

implement strategies to 

govern their use of that data

Marketer Implications
As likely the economy that 

is reducing data spending 

as privacy concerns 

Marketer Implications
Funding is still flowing in to

subject access request 

solutions as CCPA becomes 

official

Marketer Implications
Managing (integrating) 

data across internal silos; 

validation of data sourcing 

to verify provenance

18.9% of data users 
see data privacy 

regulation as a top 
obstacle in 2020, 

compared to 52.7% in 
late 2018

With full enforcement 
of CCPA yet on the 

horizon, sentiments 
could change, but for 
now concerns around 
privacy have lessened

Sources: IAB-Winterberry Group The Data-Centric Org (2020), IAB-Winterberry Group State of Data (2020), Winterberry Group Marketing’s Privacy Mandate (2020)
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Spotlight on Identity: Getting Ready for Transformation

Regulation and browsers are finally forcing change in the identity market
• GDPR/CCPA
• Cookie deprecation by Google by 2022

Increased demand to scale first-party data is driving enterprise market and 
publishers; limited impact at this time on mid-market and SMBs

• Increased adoption of first-party identity graphs

Increase in the number of approaches to identity in the post-cookie environment
• Solutions are being driven from Europe as much as from the US

Fragmentation in the advanced TV ecosystem (addressable, OTT and CTV) is likely to 
lead to a blended approach to identity that mixes individual and household solutions
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56%

43% 42%
36% 35%

24%
16%

Strengthened
and/or clarified our

consumer opt-in
policies and
disclaimers

Revised policies
governing how we
use and share data

internally

Revised policies
governing how we
source data from

third parties

Extended our legal
and/or data

governance teams

Developed (and/or
revised) central

data-use strategies

Invested in new
technology to

support compliance
requirements

Reduced our
spending/reliance
on certain kinds of

data

“Which of the following actions has your company taken to address new/potential 
data privacy regulations?”

Source: IAB-Winterberry Data Centric Org (2020)

Despite Regulatory Anxiety, To Date, Few Organizations Have 
Reduced Spending on Data



29 Source: Chief MarTech (2020)

Spotlight on MarTech: Proliferation Continues But Will the 
COVID Crisis Ultimately Slow the Growth?
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More Brands Looking at Assembling Custom Martech Stacks Built 
Around Best-in-Class Point Solutions 

38%

60%

32%

45%

60%

39%

55%

32%

51%

57%

26%

39%

42%

44%

50%

Centralizing technology management with a
department outside of IT (e.g. marketing,

operations, etc.)

Developing clearer or more robust investment
cases to support selection/use of technology

Assembling a custom “stack” of various 
technologies offered by various providers

Leveraging the support of third parties
(consultancies, agencies, etc.) to support our use

of marketing technology

Formalizing an ongoing technology assessment
function to identify and prioritize organizational

needs/potential solutions

2019 2017 2016

“In what ways could your organization best leverage marketing technology to optimize 
the value it generates through the use of audience data?”

• Interest growing in 
“integrated” approaches 
to marketing 
technology, in contrast to 
the single solution 
approach of marketing 
clouds

• All approaches focusing 
on a central data 
management solution to 
manage across channel 
interactions

Note: Responses may not add up to 100% as not all answer choices are shown
Source: IAB-Winterberry Group, The Data-Centric Organization 2020
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Spotlight on Decisioning & Orchestration: The Power Behind 
Optimizing the Customer Journey

Market definitions differ between Adtech and Martech providers
• Martech defines this broadly as leveraging customer data and analytics to inform the customer 

experience
• Adtech defines this as the rules and analytics that drive the buying decisions in programmatic

Proliferation of customer touchpoints; Demand for enhanced customer experience driving
demand for real-time decisioning and orchestration tools

• Increased data available due to the number of touchpoints and connected devices has created an 
untenable situation without automation

Mid-market organizations having more implementation success than enterprise 
organizations due to lack of organizational silos—but require pre-packaged solutions

• Enterprise organizations are better suited to leverage analytics and AI/ML

The market is no longer early in the adoption of decisioning and orchestration, however it is 
still very immature
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Very Positive
5%

Slightly 
Positive

15%

Neutral
23%Slightly 

Negative
37%

Very 
Negative

16%

Near Total 
Disaster

4%

Spotlight on Agencies: Agencies Hit Hard by COVID-19 As Clients 
Pulled Budget, Consumers Halted Spending

Sources: Orbit Media Studios & Agency Management Institute (2020), Advertiser Perceptions (2020), MoffettNathanson (2020)

Impact of COVID-19 on the Demand for Agency 
Services

(% of respondents, late March 2020)

35%
Of agencies respondents have 
paused all new advertising 
efforts, pending additional 
guidance later in the year 

50% 
Of agencies have stopped or 
pulled a campaign mid-flight 
due to COVID-19

20-
30%

Reductions in 2020 earnings 
estimated for large holdcos 
(Omnicom, WPP and IPG)
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Holdcos Invoked Pay Cuts and Furloughs, Sorting Out Timing and 
Rules for Returning to Office….and Clients Offices in 3Q

33 Sources: AdAge (2020)

Staffing
• Furloughs and layoffs across corporate, 

networks and individual agencies

• Reduced employee hours

• Severe reduction in contractors

• Intra-agency staffing shifts to growth 
units

• Senior leadership pay cuts—Cuts range 
from 10-30% of executive salary

Reporting
• Worldwide losses in Q1, with worse 

expected for Q2

• IPG’s global net revenues declined 1.6%

• Publicis’ organic revenue declined 2.9% 

• WPP saw a 0.6% decline in growth

• Omnicom revenues were down 1.8%

• Dentsu global revenue down 2.6%

• Forecasts removed for 3Q and 4Q
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Types of Services Offered, Sectors Served and B2C/B2B Client Mix 
All Influence COVID-19 Impact

Sources: Orbit Media Studios & Agency Management Institute (2020), Uplers (2020)

Most Affected Agency Types
• Media buying
• Shopper marketing 
• Experiential
• Sector-focused agencies in hardest-hit 

sectors (travel & hospitality, in-person 
media & entertainment, auto, etc.)

Least Affected Agency Types
• PR/communications
• Web design
• Agencies with heavy CPG, tech or 

healthcare client roster

Across these categories, agencies that serve 
solely B2C clients are hit worse than those 
that serve solely B2B or an even mix of clients

Which Client Verticals Grew During COVID-19?
(% of respondents, May 2020)

16%

15%

14%

11%

7%

7%

7%

6%

5%

Technology

Ecommerce

Healthcare

Retail/Consumer Durable/Utilities

Banking, Insurance & FinServ

Food & Beverages

Online Content/Games/Education

Consulting & Legal Services

Manufacturing

66% of agencies that saw a decrease in overall 
revenue during the COVID-19 period

16% of agencies that saw an increase in overall 
revenue during the COVID-19 period
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Spotlight on M&A: After a Drop in M&A Volume During the 
Peak, Expect a Wave of Deals in 2021

Evidence
M&A volume globally 

dropped 42% March-May 

from the same period last 

year

Evidence
Acceleration in June of 

companies coming to market 

after the pause; likely to see 

wave of deals closing in the 

first half of 2021

Evidence
Investment capital was 

increasing before COVID-19 

($300BB of new capital raised 

in 2019 by PE and VC funds, 

25% higher than prior 

records)

Supplier Implications
Deals that were put on hold 

during that period appear 

to be restarting in areas 

where there was less COVID-

19 impact (e.g. digital)

Supplier Implications
Deal focus will change—

companies becoming more 

focused on controlling their 

supply chains; hard hit 

industries may seek to scale 

up, conserve costs

Supplier Implications
Strategic buyers in services 

outspending financial buyers; 

looking for scale, new 

capabilities

Source: Pitchbooks News (2020), CNN Business (2020)
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COVID-19 Impact: 
Outlook for Recovery
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What Will Affect U.S. Economic Recovery? Myriad Factors Likely 
to Influence Return to “Normal”

Source: UBS (2020)

Medical
• Availability of widespread 

tests for virus and 
antibodies

• Impact of herd immunity 
on the continued spread

• Whether there’s a 
resurgence of the virus 
in Fall 2020 or Winter 
‘20/’21

• Potential availability of a 
vaccine at some stage

Consumer Economics 
• “Wallet Recession”—the  

amount of economic pain
inflicted that will reduce 
available capital for 
consumer spending

• Ability to return to work
across market sectors and 
the timing of the return

Policy
• Loosening of social 

distancing orders

• State-by-state 
determination for the 
reopening of primary 
schools

• Extent to which the 
government supports 
businesses should social 
distancing come in waves
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Long Term COVID-19 Implications: Digital Acceleration, Long 
Recovery for Ad Spending

Acceleration in Shift to Digital Channels
• Typically, major shifts in advertising spending don’t reverse themselves

Multi-Year Recovery in Ad Spending
• After the ’08-’09 financial crisis, it took 5-6 years for spending to return to pre-

recession levels
• Margin pressure in 2020, spending recovery to take longer than the return to positive 

GDP growth

In-Housing Halt or Delay?
• Hiring freezes will “temporarily” slow in-housing efforts by brands
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Growth in the Era of COVID-19: Strategic Actions to Consider

Sources: Harvard Business Review (2009)

Current State Gap Analysis Future-State Marketing 
Operating Model Options

Transformational Roadmap 
Development & Execution

Use this time to assess the 
organization from top to 

bottom – people, process and 
platform gaps that are or will 

inhibit growth and profitability

Identify growth options across 
the marketing and advertising 

value chain - strategy, 
creative, data, deployment 

and measurement —what to 
build, what to buy? 

Identify process, talent, 
organization and infrastructure 
transformation requirements 

that support a stronger, 
evolved agency following 

pandemic

“Inaction is the riskiest response to the uncertainties of an economic crisis.”
- Harvard Business Review, 2009
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Winterberry Group Upcoming Research

June 24, 2020

June 2020

July 2020

“Deconstructing the Role of 
Decisioning and Orchestration 
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Thank you.
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